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MEMORANDUM
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FROM: Doak C. Cox

HWRRS Preliminary Report
Subregion 6 - Oahu

2nd Draft

In reviewing the 2nd draft of this subregion report, I find that many of
the comments in my memo of June 6, 1975 on the 2nd draft of the overall report
apply with equal or greater pertinence to this subregion report. I will not
repeat in this memo, comments on individual sections of the overall report that
would apply equally to the corresponding sections. As in the case of my memo
on the overall report I will make some general comments before I get to the
details.

One would expect to find in the subregion reports more detail as to the
sources of information used and the reliability and accuracy of the information.
There is somewhat more detail; for example, figure 2. 1.6A presents an isohyetal
map, and its source is cited. However, the detail in many cases falls short of
expectation.

I note that in the "Water quality" section, the "segments," shown in a
figure of the overall report, are at least identified in the subregion report
with some tabulated data, but there is still no explanation what a segment is.

Hiqh-level groundwater and basal groundwater are distinguished in
fig. 2.2. 6B, total groundwater recharge is shown by districts in fig. 2.2.6A
(though confused -- see comments on this figure and also on equivalent section
in overall report), and total water supply and potential water supply are shown
by districts in fig. 3.1.6, Yet nowhere are present or potential water supply
broken down between surface and groundwater sources, and nowhere are the ground-
water supply and potential supply broken down between high-level and groundwater
sources. Breakdowns for potential supplies between surfaces and groundwater
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sources, between high level and basal sources, and between groundwater sources
in various districts,cannot be regarded as fixed. Draft from a high level source
may reduce either surface sources or basal sources. Draft from a Honolulu basal
aquifer may reduce potential supplies in the Pearl Harbor aquifer. For planning
purposes it is necessary to know hot only present breakdowns but future potential
breakdowns with ranges of their flexibility.

In the Oahu subregion report I would expect to see some discussion of
the distinction between unconfined basal water and confined basal water of the
Honolulu type, but the whole groundwater discussion is subsumed in one sentence
in p. 603, P.3.

p. 60S, Fig. 2.1.6B. I am under the impression that greatest wind problems,
resulting from gustiness, have been experienced in the lee of the mountains, in
the Waianae district with very strong north or northeast winds and in the mauka
Kaneohe-Kailua areas with south or southwest winds. Kona wind problems are not
shown in the figure.

p. 606, Fig. 2.2.6.A. The arrow showing inter-area transfer from II to IV does
not have an associated number indicating rate. No transfers are shown from IV
to III and to V. Isn't there now transfer from II to III by way of Makapuu also?

p. 607, Fig. 2.2.63. Most margins of island are underlain by brackish basal water
or basal water in sediments, not by fresh basal water in lava. Margins of the
island shown without pattern in the figure should be reexamined.

Fig. 609. Fig. 2.4.6. Wouldn't it be a good idea to tabulate conservation lands
too?

p. 612. 1st, alt. In considering the alternative it must be recognized that the
net gain will be reduced by the groundwater recharge resulting from irrigation
excess.

•
p. 612, 2nd alt. This alternative provides an example of the needs for:
1) presentation in far greather depth of the pertinent available information and
2) research. The same water appearing in the springs could be developed closer
to points of use, as indeed both the plantation and the City now develop it.
There would be no point in pumping the water uphill throughlong pipelines rather
than developing it in wellSjUnless except possibly from water quality considera-
tions. The spring water has been more mixed with salt water than the water
recovered inland, and v/ould not be acceptable for municipal supply. Indeed much
of it would not be acceptable for irrigation. Would it be possible, however, to
increase the draft inland, lower the head and thus the spring discharge, develop
the irrigation water from a makai line of wells and the municipal water from a
mauka line, and recover in total more than is now recovered, and still have
flushing of the aquifer adequate to keep the salinities low enough at the two
lines of wells for the two purposes. I think no one can say yet, but the alter-
native should certainly be considered along with that outlined.
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p. 612, 3rd alt. There is an exception to the provision indicated—that is if
the risk of contamination from treated effluent is negligible even if the
effluent is used over the basal aquifer.

p. 612, 5th alt. Here is another case where a variant alternative must clearly
be recognized—storing the water only temporarily to permit its injection or allow
its seepage to the basal groundwater.

p. 612, 6th alt. Still another alternative for which a variant should be recog-
nized, the development underground of water that now flows in streams through
spring discharge and seepage.

p. 612, 7th alt. Surely some estimates are possible of water recoverable from
these streams.

p. 613,8th alt. Brackish water supplies are not unlimited.

p. 623,P."I. and Problems 2 and 3. The assumption is made that development must
continue in flood-prone lands because of the shortage of developable lands.
Overlooked is the fact that development can be planned to concentrate flood-
compatible land use in flood prone areas and residential etc. uses elsewhere.
Even on Oahu such differential land use can reduce the problem as recognized in
the alternative.

p. 623, 1st alt. Land treatment measures are not really structural. Flood control
reservoirs should be added—also combined flood control and recharge reservoirs.

p. 627. What is the meaning of the stipple pattern in Area IV?

Doak C. Cox, Director

P.S. I appreciate receipt of all additional .2nd draft subregion reports, and
two study element reports. I'll try to review these as time permits.

I anticipate that the study element reports will answer some of my criticisms
as to technical backup. Wouldn't it be a good idea to refer to these in the
subregions and summary reports?
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